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Oriented immobilization of antibodies using boronic acids shows a strong potential for improving immunoassay performance but is not yet widely used, possibly because of the difficulties encountered in its implementation. How to choose the boronic acid structure and how should it be attached to the surface? How to choose an antibody that will bind to the boronic acid? Under which conditions should the binding take place for an effective oriented antibody immobilization? How to make sure that the antibody stays on the surface? This tutorial review provides answers to these questions through analysis of the literature and personal suggestions, and thereby intends to facilitate the development of this promising antibody immobilization strategy.

1 Introduction

Antibody (Ab) immobilization is an important step in the preparation of devices for the detection of various analytes (= antigens) such as proteins, bacteria, viruses, drugs and toxins. Antibodies (Abs) are proteins, and protein immobilization strategies, which have been reviewed in detail, can be divided into two categories: random and oriented (or site-specific). Oriented immobilization is especially important for Abs in immunoassays, as their binding sites need to be kept available for antigen binding. Using oriented immobilization, signal enhancement factors of over 200 have been obtained, showing the significance of Ab orientation. Strategies for oriented Ab immobilization, which have recently been reviewed, aim at attaching the Ab to the surface via its Fc region (see the Ab structure in Fig. 1), far away from the binding sites. Abs are N-glycosylated (i.e., carbohydrate chains are attached to the amide nitrogen of Asn residues of Abs and thus defined as N-glycans) in their Fc regions, thus a proper orientation of the antibody can be achieved by immobilization via its N-glycans. This has mainly been done in two ways, both taking advantage of available vicinal diols in the N-glycans: (1) by oxidation of diols to aldehydes, which then react with nucleophiles attached to the surface, and (2) by reaction of diols with boronic acids attached to the surface. The present review focuses on the second approach.

Boronic acids react with 1,2-diols to form boronate esters (Fig. 1). This reaction has been used for many applications,
including the separation and immobilization of glycoproteins (including antibodies). Oriented Abs immobilization using boronic acids (through the same reaction) was reported for the first time in 2009 by Lin et al., and has appeared in another eleven papers since then. An overview of these articles is given in Table 1. This immobilization method appears very attractive, as it presents several advantages over more common ones: it leaves the binding sites available for antigen binding (oriented vs. random immobilization), it can be done in one step without prior antibody modification (vs. oxidation with periodate, use of antibody fragments or enzymatic modification of the N-glycans), and it is relatively economical (vs. Fc-chain binding proteins such as protein A/G). Moreover, several comparative studies (in Ab-BA 1, 2, 7 and 11) suggested that the highest antigen detection sensitivity was achieved when Abs were immobilized on zwitterionic polymer brushes (Ab-BA 6, Fig. 2) or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains (Ab-BA 5, 10). Thus we expect that the antigen binding capacity was relatively high when Abs were immobilized on zwitterionic polymer brushes (Ab-BA 6, Fig. 2) or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains (Ab-BA 10) that had been functionalized with boronic acids.

2 Step-wise guide

2.1 Preparation of boronic acid-functionalized surface

The first step towards a successful Ab immobilization via boronic acids is a surface modification with the right molecules.

Boronic acid structure. The interaction between a boronic acid and a diol strongly depends on the structure of both partners. This interaction, hence the Ab immobilization efficiency, may be enhanced by a boronic acid with a low pKₐ value, which can be obtained by electron-withdrawing groups or intramolecular interactions (e.g., in Wulff-type boronic acids and benzoboroxoles). To achieve a correct Ab orientation, secondary interactions between the boronic acid and Ab should be minimized: a hydrophilic boronic acid would help to minimize hydrophobic interactions, and ionic interactions may be prevented by using a boronic acid that is not negatively charged at high pH (e.g., Wulff-type boronic acid or benzoboroxole). 3-Aminophenylboronic acid was used in ten out of the twelve Ab-BA papers, but this choice was never justified and, in view of the above, may provide room for improvement.

Spacer length and structure. The N-glycans are nested between the Ab Fc chains, and relatively far from the C-terminus/“bottom” (Fig. 1). If the boronic acid is directly attached to the surface without a spacer or with a too short one, then the Ab may not be immobilized or it may be forced to “lie” on the surface, which is not optimal for antigen binding. In contrast, if a long and flexible spacer separates the boronic acid from the surface, then the Ab has more freedom and it can “stand”. Thus we expect that the antigen binding capacity was relatively high when Abs were immobilized on zwitterionic polymer brushes (Ab-BA 6, Fig. 2) or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains (Ab-BA 10) that had been functionalized with boronic acids.

Table 1 Overview of the publications that report antibody immobilization via boronic acids (BAs). The “paper codes” are used in this review to quickly refer to these papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper code</th>
<th>Main feature</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 1</td>
<td>First Ab immobilization via BA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 2</td>
<td>Novel immunosensing application</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 3</td>
<td>Novel immunosensing application</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 4</td>
<td>Novel immunosensing application</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 5</td>
<td>Novel immunosensing application</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 6</td>
<td>BA on zwitterionic polymer brushes</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 7</td>
<td>Probing of the available binding sites</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 8</td>
<td>Direct assessment of Ab orientation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 9</td>
<td>Microarray of 71 Abs</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 10</td>
<td>First irreversible Ab immob. via BA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 11</td>
<td>Novel immunosensing application</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab-BA 12</td>
<td>Novel immunosensing application</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Antifouling surface. In Ab-BA 1, 6, 8, 10 and 11, which report the reaction of an amine-containing boronic acid molecule with an active ester (e.g., N-hydroxysuccinimide, NHS) or epoxide on the surface, the active esters or epoxides remaining after the reaction were deactivated with ethanolamine. This is required to prevent Ab nucleophilic groups (such as the −NH₂ of lysine residues) from reacting with surface-bound esters or epoxides, hence yielding a random orientation again.

Furthermore, an antifouling coating helps to minimize other types of unwanted (e.g., electrostatic or hydrophobic) interactions between Ab and the surface. PEG is widely used for its antifouling properties, and zwitterionic polymer brushes prevent the nonspecific adsorption of biomolecules even more effectively.21,22 Thus, it may be a good idea to prepare boronic acid-containing zwitterionic polymer brushes, as was done in Ab-BA 6 (Fig. 2). Alternatively, commercially available substrates with antifouling coatings decorated with reactive groups such as NHS or epoxide may be modified with a boronic acid that contains an appropriate reactive group (such as 3-aminophenylboronic acid). This has for example been done in Ab-BA 10, in which commercial PEG–NHS slides were used. One has to keep in mind, however, that some antifouling polymers bind with boronic acid groups, possibly resulting in a decreased availability of the boronic acid groups for subsequent Ab binding. This problem may be encountered with dextran, which has been used as a boronic acid blocking agent in Ab-BA 1, 6 and 10, and with polymers of unknown structure, based on our own experience with proprietary coatings of some commercial antifouling slides.

Characterization of the boronic acid-functionalized surface. In order to pinpoint causes of possibly unsuccessful Ab immobilization, it is useful to know whether the surface actually is modified with boronic acids. In Ab-BA 3, 4, 8 and 12, changes in surface properties before and after modification with 3-aminophenylboronic acid suggested that a chemical change indeed occurred, but did not prove the boronic acid integrity. In Ab-BA 2 and 6, however, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the presence of boron, and in Ab-BA 6, narrow-scan XPS data more accurately indicated the presence of boronic acids on the surface. XPS, though, is not available to every researcher and we would like to suggest a much simpler and more widely applicable method. Alizarin and its more water-soluble derivative alizarin red S (ARS) strongly bind with boronic acids to form fluorescent complexes.23 Outside the field of Ab immobilization, boronic acid-functionalized surfaces have been incubated with ARS, and characterization by fluorescence imaging then allowed for an even quantitative indicator of the presence of surface-bound boronic acid moieties.24–28

2.2 Choice of antibody with suitable glycosylation

Many different Abs were used in the Ab-BA papers. Few of them were fully described and the rationale behind their selection was never explained. Considering the intrinsic properties of an Ab, a key factor for its successful immobilization is the composition of the N-glycans at its Fc chain. These N-glycans must present diols that have a suitable conformation for binding with boronic acids. Many monosaccharides bind with boronic acids, but when they are attached to each other, relatively weak interactions between boronic acids and the formed glycans are enabled. Sialic acid, however, has a side chain with a free and flexible glycol function that may bind more strongly to boronic acids.19 Based on this, the presence of sialic acids in the Ab N-glycans is highly favorable, and possibly even required for a successful immobilization. The Ab N-glycans vary with the cell line, animal species, culture conditions and even from batch to batch, resulting in the presence or absence of sialic acids at the glycan chain ends.29

Analysis of Ab candidates for immobilization is therefore advisable. Ab glycosylation may be analyzed using mass spectrometric and chromatographic techniques,30 or more simply, Abs may be screened for sialic acids using the periodic acid-Schiff method31 (we used a commercial glycoprotein carbohydrate estimation kit). The affinity of Abs for boronic acids may also directly be assessed by boronate affinity chromatography using a commercially available boronate column,32,33 although the results will also depend on the properties of the column and the binding conditions (see section 2.3).

2.3 Antibody immobilization on the boronic acid-functionalized surface

Binding conditions. Depending on the binding conditions, (glyco)proteins can bind to boronic acids not only via the boronic acid–diol complexation, but also via secondary interactions, such as hydrophobic, ionic20 and charge-transfer interactions.33 As these interactions would surely result in a partly random Ab immobilization, optimization of the binding conditions is essential. For example, the ionic strength should be low enough to minimize hydrophobic interactions and high enough to minimize ionic interactions.20 The pH should be low enough to preserve the integrity of the biomolecules and high enough to minimize charge transfer interactions between boronic acids on the surface and amines in the antibody.33 These effects are illustrated in the article by Azevedo et al., who studied the binding of pure human IgG, human recombinant insulin (non-glycosylated) and human serum albumin...
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11 and 12), casein (Ab-BA 7), milk (Ab-BA 9) or dextran (Ab-BA 1, 6, 10 and 11), bovine serum albumin (Ab-BA 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 12) were tested for blocking. Dextran was selected as it resulted in the most effective suppression of non-specific binding, although we expect that it may expel the Ab from the surface. In Ab-BA 1, a western blot (Fig. S2 in Ab-BA 1) suggests a poor stability of the Ab-functionalized material in serum. In order to prevent the competition of soluble diols with the immobilized Ab, 3-aminophenylboronic acid was added to serum before incubation of the Ab-functionalized material with this serum. Subsequent antigen binding was apparently improved, but we are doubtful about the validity of this treatment: 3-aminophenylboronic acid may compete with the surface-bound boronic acid and expel the Ab from the surface, resulting in a loss of antigen binding capacity and consequently a wrong measurement of the antigen concentration in the sample.

If the antigen is a protein, then chances are high that it is glycosylated. Therefore, it may expel the Ab from the surface, resulting in erroneous measurements. Blocking antigen diols with 3-aminophenylboronic acid may not only cause the problem described in the previous paragraph, but also cause blocking of the antigen epitopes or nonspecific interactions between the antigen and the surface. However, if the antigen is big enough and the Ab layer is dense enough, then steric hindrance may prevent the antigen from accessing the boronic acid. If steric hindrance is not sufficient, then we recommend a synthetically involved but elegant solution: make the boronic acid-mediated immobilization irreversible (see below).

2.4 Stability

The reaction between a boronic acid and a diol to form a boronic acid conjugate, which may strongly disturb Ab immobilization. The diol content and pH of the solution both have a strong influence on the equilibrium.

Effect of competing diols on the stability of the immobilized antibody. In Ab-BA 5 and 6, it was shown that sorbitol solutions were able to release the Ab from the surface. In Ab-BA 1, a western blot (Fig. S4 in Ab-BA 1) suggests a poor stability of the Ab-functionalized material in serum. In order to prevent the competition of soluble diols with the immobilized Ab, 3-aminophenylboronic acid was added to serum before incubation of the Ab-functionalized material with this serum. Subsequent antigen binding was apparently improved, but we are doubtful about the validity of this treatment: 3-aminophenylboronic acid may compete with the surface-bound boronic acid and expel the Ab from the surface, resulting in a loss of antigen binding capacity and consequently a wrong measurement of the antigen concentration in the sample.

If the antigen is a protein, then chances are high that it is glycosylated. Therefore, it may expel the Ab from the surface, resulting in erroneous measurements. Blocking antigen diols with 3-aminophenylboronic acid may not only cause the problem described in the previous paragraph, but also cause blocking of the antigen epitopes or nonspecific interactions between the antigen and the surface. However, if the antigen is big enough and the Ab layer is dense enough, then steric hindrance may prevent the antigen from accessing the boronic acid. If steric hindrance is not sufficient, then we recommend a synthetically involved but elegant solution: make the boronic acid-mediated immobilization irreversible (see below).

Effect of pH on the stability of the immobilized antibody. Treatment with acidic solutions, as reported in Ab-BA 6 (pH 3) and 8 (glycine pH 2.5), resulted in dissociation of the Ab from the surface. In Ab-BA 1, a western blot (Fig. S2 in Ab-BA 1) suggests an increasing dissociation of the Ab from the surface when the pH was increased from 7 to 12. If the immunoassay conditions stay in a “safe” pH range and the sensor surface is not intended for reuse, then this should not cause a problem. If regeneration of the sensor surface with an acidic or basic solution is required, then one must keep in mind that not only the antigen, but also part or all of the Ab will be washed away, depending on the regeneration conditions.
Making the binding irreversible. Reversibility of the binding between boronic acid and diol remains an obstacle of Ab immobilization that relies only on this binding. However, Adak et al. reported a strategy to make this immobilization irreversible (Fig. 4). First, a molecule that contains a primary amine, a boronic acid and a diazirine was synthesized, and attached on a surface via its primary amine. Second, the Ab was immobilized via the binding between N-glycan in the Fc chain and boronic acid on the surface. Third, the surface was irradiated with UV light: the diazirine group, inactive until then, was in this way converted into a carbene. This highly reactive carbene formed covalent bonds in its vicinity and hence in the Ab Fc chain, resulting in oriented and irreversible Ab immobilization, with a concomitantly increased sensitivity for antigen detection.

3 Conclusion and outlook

Ab immobilization using boronic acids requires substantial preliminary work: preparing a boronic acid-containing anti-fouling surface (most likely via several chemical steps), finding an Ab with suitable N-glycans, finding binding conditions that result in effective and oriented Ab immobilization, and making sure that the immobilized Ab is not expelled from the surface by competing diols or harsh regeneration conditions.

However, once the basic requirements are met and initial optimizations are done, Ab immobilization via boronic acids may result in a much higher sensitivity for antigen detection than what can be achieved by random immobilization, and an improvement of cost and simplicity compared to other strategies for oriented Ab immobilization.

Future research in this field may give precious information about trends in the glycosylation of Abs and their affinity for boronic acids, and explore the effect of boronic acid structure, surface architecture and binding conditions on Ab immobilization and orientation. This could lead to further strategies for oriented and irreversible Ab immobilization, making Ab immobilization via boronic acids a well-established method within the fabrication of high-performance biosensors. Moreover, further knowledge about the interactions between boronic acids and antibodies may lead to improvements in other related fields, such as antibody, or more generally, glycoprotein purification and site-specific antibody labelling.
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